HOSES, CLEANER, NOZZLES, WANDS AND ATTACHMENTS

A. EXTENSION HOSES:

**HPH-25E:** 25' High-pressure Extension Hose with quick connect fitting for GPW-1400..........................................................$115.00

**1024-25-1200:** 25' High-pressure Extension Hose with quick connect fitting for GPW-1200 and GPW-1300..................$90.00

**9528:** 25' High-pressure Extension Hose with quick connect fitting for GPW-4000-G and HPW units..........................$180.00

B. WATER SUPPLY HOSE:
Top grade abrasion resistant rubber and heavy-duty machined brass fittings. It will stay flexible to -25°F and provides higher waterflow than conventional 1/2" I.D. hoses.

**WSH-R50:** 50' Red Rubber Water Supply Hose 5/8” x 50’..........................................................$85.00

C. QUICK CONNECT NOZZLE:
Rapid nozzle changes without the use of tools.

**QDN:** ........................................................................$15.00

Note: For all models, except GPW-1200 and GPW-1400.

Note: When placing order, specify nozzle spray pattern (0°, 15°, 25° or 40° cleaning, or 25° soap application) and machine (i.e. 15° cleaning nozzle for GPW-4000-G).

D. MULTI-JET NOZZLE:
Multi-Jet Nozzle with four spray patterns: 0° solid jet for concentrated cleaning, 15° flat spray for general cleaning, 40° flat spray for large area cleaning, and 15° low pressure for soap application. Simply turn nozzle to desired spray. Delivers 800 PSI maximum pressure.

**PWN-002:** ........................................................................$94.00

E. TURBO NOZZLE:
This unique nozzle gives the impact force of a pinpoint nozzle with the coverage of a fan nozzle. It greatly increase the productivity of the washer.

**PWNT-00040:** ........................................................................$145.00

Note: For GPW-4000-G.

F. ALL PURPOSE CLEANER:
An excellent biodegradable grease emulsifier, the APC-100
All Purpose Cleaner is specifically designed to be used with pressure washers.

**APC-100:** Case of four 1 gallon bottles .........................$64.00

ORDER SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES 24/7 AT WWW.GOODWAY.COM
G. UNIVERSAL SWIVEL FITTING:

**USF-001**: Universal Swivel Fitting attaches to end of wand to adapt nozzles for spraying at angles ........................................ $85.00

**USF-001-Q**: Universal Swivel Fitting with quick connect ................................................................. $95.00

*Note: For all models, except HPW units.*

H. EXTENSION WANDS:

**9655**: Extension Wand, 18” with quick connect fittings ...................................................... $35.00

**9656**: Extension Wand, 24” with quick connect fittings ...................................................... $39.00

**9657**: Extension Wand, 36” with quick connect fittings ...................................................... $46.00

**9658**: Extension Wand, 48” with quick connect fittings ...................................................... $54.00

**9659**: Extension Wand, 60” with quick connect fittings ...................................................... $58.00

*Note: For models GPW-1200 and GPW-1400. Requires a QDN-FA2 ($18.00), a QDN-MA2-1 ($10.00) and a 917 ($1.25).*

I. FOAM INJECTOR:

Foam Injector attaches to the end of a wand and comes equipped with its own dip tube and on/off valve to control application of soap foam. Thick foamed soap clings to surfaces longer for better cleaning.

**GPW-FI**: ........................................................................................................................................... $195.00

*Note: For all models, except GPW-4000-G and HPW units.*

J. TELESCOPING WANDS:

Telescoping Wand extends the user’s reach from 6’-18’. It is lightweight and easy to use, and permits overhead cleaning without the need for ladders or scaffolds. The wand is fitted with quick connect couplings for use with all QDN series nozzles and the HPH-25E High-pressure Extension Hose.

**GPW-TW-18**: .......................................................................................................................... $245.00

*Note: For all models, except GPW-1000-P and HPW units.*

K. DRAIN/PIPE CLEANER:

The Drain/Pipe Cleaner consists of a hose with a quick connect, and nozzle which is sized to the pressure washer. They are used for clearing blockages in pipes 11/2”-6” I.D. The 5/8” stainless steel nozzle, is screwed onto the end of the hose. One 0° pinpoint jet and several 45° propelling jets. When the assembly is connected to a Goodway Pressure Washer, the nozzle is self-propelled through pipes and ordinary drain systems. Available in three lengths and for four pressure ratings.

**TE30-HOSE**: 30’ Drain/Pipe Cleaner Hose ........................................................................ $110.00

**TE60-HOSE**: 60’ Drain/Pipe Cleaner Hose ........................................................................ $180.00

**TE100-HOSE**: E100’ Drain/Pipe Cleaner Hose ....................................................................... $279.00

**TEN-1000**: Drain/pipe Cleaner Nozzle for GPW-2E ....................................................... $60.00

**TEN-2000**: Drain/pipe Cleaner Nozzle for GPW-4000-G .................................. $60.00

**TEN-2500**: Drain/pipe Cleaner Nozzle for GPW-1200 ....................................................... $60.00

*Note: For all models, except GPW-1000-P, GPW-1400 and HPW units. Drain/pipe Cleaner requires both, a hose and a nozzle.*

---

**Call 1-800-333-7467**
Goodway Technologies Corporation
420 West Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902-6384 U.S.A.
Phone: 203-359-4708 • Fax: 203-359-9601 • goodway@goodway.com
www.goodway.com